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nTlfG:L .. UT BIKES 
DEPARTEMENTET 

October, 1967. 
Pressbyran 

New Roads to Disarmament 

by Madame Alva Myrdal, Member of Swedish Cabinet in Charge of 

Disarlli1Uont 

I. Introduction. 

The titel is by far too presumptuous. I can have no ambition. 

to present any spectacularly new ideas as to how disarmament could· 

be achieved in our time or, what is really the political equiva-

lent to military disarmament~ how PEACE could be established, The 

two are by necessity intertwined. Only if there existed at present 

a realistic and at the same time firmly trusted expectation that 

a new era of a general political will to co-existence, to world 

peace was being opened up, would responsible leade:r.·s of our many 

nations, great and small, dare embark now on a course of "General< 

and Complete Disarmament". - To that goal, however, all countries 

who have the honour to have become members of the United Nations , 

have solemnly pledged themselves. But as the world of our time is 

shaped, the ambitions of statesmen as well as of us, the discus-

sants of politics, must be reduced to more modest dimensions. We 

must concentrate on problems that are of immediate significance 

and of manageable proportions. But, of course, we must at the 

same time keep open the perspective towards wider horizons. 

This paper is thus based on a critical attitude towards 

disarmament schemes placed in a political vacuum. Even individual 
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disarmament measures should be examined with regard to their spe-

cific political feasability. A scientific task would be to estab-

lish as definite a linkage as possible between specific political 

changes on the international scene and specific disarmament mea

sures. 
1

) 

Today I will attempt to sketch such a more closely coherent 

pattern of how plans for gradual disarmament could be connected with 

plans for gradually solving political problems. The two lines of 

thought are admittedly difficult to bring into a systematic confron-

tation, but when they are not, the result is that disarmament plans 

will look as artificially abstract constructs - and peace plans as 

piously idealistic, if not naive. 

In order to present my reasoning in a coherent fashion, the 

process of development towards a world of peace and at the same 

time of general disarmament is conceived of as following four dif-

ferent fl:paths", They are and must be pursued parallelly, although 

it is also realistic to expect that they will mature within diffe-

rent time-dimensions. These nroads" are thus not to be conce:ptua-

lized as a sequence of stages, of which one has to be - success-

fully - completed before the next one is entered upon. The pattern 

is rather one of developing processes which are incipient already 

at the present time and presumed to be actively :promoted so as to 

continue to gather momentum. But it is also assumed that as some 

will mature earlier than others, they would thus also create an 

atmosphere more propitious for further change along the other 

lines. This cumulative causation is what signifies the process as 

a dynamic one. 

The main idea, underlying this somewhat artificially con-
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strued framework (artificial in so far as it gives the semblance 

both of a necessary time-order and of different measures as being 

more independent than they really are) is that for all efforts in 

the disarmament field, we must as a prerequisite realize that 

specific disarmament measures are more systematically deEendent 

on specific »olitical changes than is generally admitted. 

II, A sequence of possible disarmament measures and relevant 

political trends. 

1) Disarmament measures which could most appropriately be 

expected in the immediate future would consist in freezing the 

status quo in regard to the nuclear arms race and, both as a cause 

and as an effect 9 obtaining a modicum of detente in the political 

relation between the two existing super-powers, as well as between 

them and the rest of the world. 

2) A second and wider objective is related to the solution, 

or at least insulation, of regional conflicts and a reduction of 

the numbers, frequency and scope of so-called local wars. For this 

process it is essential that a correspondence be established be-

tween on the one hand such disarmament measures which can serve as 

effective brakes on the military build-ups in various parts of the 

world and on the other hand the interrelated political measures, 

consisting in withdrawal of Great-Power military interventions 

around the globe and increased positive interaction between coun-

tries within a region. 

3) The two next "phases 11 would have to be begun concomitantly 

with the previous ones, but must as a sequence to them be widened 

into definitive challenges in order to secure the continuation of 
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the process. Thus, in a third and more reraote circle of objectives 

I would treate a considerably heightened international integration 

in the economic and cultural spheres, leading to a much more equit

able distribution of resources of all kinds and a much more active 

and effective participation by all peoples in the decisions of 

world affairs. This major change entails on the disarmament side 

the completion of a whole series of partial disarmament measures 

which can assure considerable savings - in money, material, cor;:n:m

nications, men, and, before all in technical and scientific re

sources. And, as concomitant political me2,sures, a barrier against 

or at least vigilant controlling of all tendencies tawards inter

national power monopolies - economic, political or culturalg 

4) In the most distant future must be placed all plans both 

to implement General and Cori.plete Disarmanent and to establish a 

world order where progress, liberty and peace would be firmly se

cured - al though also that vrnrld would be faced with the eternally 

ongoing flux of change. What this goal would have to imply of con

crete changes is from this far distance impossible to envision. We 

must, however, already now set in aotion the long term strivings 

by which the United Nations will finally have been built up to 

such an efficient organ that we can safely transfer to it the func

tions of protecting and perfecting the world society. 

The present historical epoch of Great Power blocs, of mass 

destruction weapons, of econ~mic monopolies, of political and cul

turA.l hegemony by a few strong nations must then belong to the 

11 bygones that are for ever bygones!!. 

Thus, I have presented this distant dream of a peaceful world, 

which is always in our hearts, not as a choice now open between 
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different systems or plans such as world federation, which seems 

to me as a politician utterly unrealistic~ Rathor, if world poace 

and general disarmament vvill become possiblo at all, it is as the 

end result of a long uphill struggle. 

Still, is even such a scheme for identifying such measures 

which would allow the construction of peace and disarmame:i1t on in

creasingly firmer foundations, at all a realistic one in the sense 

that even the nost ir:1c1ediate stages could be attempted with sane 

hope of success? I want to answor in the affirnative but under a 

strict "als ob" assumption: that vre as hum.ans could show reasonable 

sanity. As the political situntion reveals itself today we are raore 

justified in being pessimistic. But a certain optimism that the 

world will try to follow tho course of reason is n necessary point 

of departure for any planning at all. And using the optique of 

reason, tho thesis seems self-evident that there will have to be 

an increasingly closer relationship between the specific disarma

mcmt measures which are conter,iplated and tho specific political 

problems facing us at each cross-road. This - it seems to me - is 

really a problem for the political sciontists to work on: ingen

aously trying to confront tho two types of issues with each other. 

Perhaps then tho political decision-makers might be influenced so 

as not just to pursue sche1ws for nov-1 one and now tho other, that 

is to say 1 construct disarmament schemes in a political vacuity 

and improvise the political solutions, if at all tried. 

III. Hal ting the nuclear arms race and establishing a basis of 

confidence. 

The connection between political change and disarmament mea~ 
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sures is loast specific in the nearest future: the world is in a 

state of turcoil where policies are boing shifted and icprovised 

under immediate pressure in so cany places, while on the other 

side practically all disarmament measures are as yet untried. In 

this short range perspective, progress along tho road to disarrm-· 

nent seens rather to be dependent on v7hether ~ ovent does occur 

which leads to a lessoning of tensions betuoen tho world powers. 

Our greatest disarmanent success so far, nanely the partial ban on 

nuclear-ueapon testing, obtained by the Moscow Treaty in 1963, was 

in sono general way related to the fact that tensions between tho 

tuo super-powers becane relaxed after the Cuba adventure. But it 

seems difficult to discern any inherent affinity between the two 

advances made. Certainly, the radiation danger which was really 

the one that beca:Gw ni tigated by the Mosco-vv Treaty, was not hovor-

ing over Cuba. Probably the test-ban just happened to be the one 

disarmament decision for which preparation was mostnearly coupleted" 

Otherwise the Cubo. experience ought rather to have led to an inte

rest in non-proliferation of nuclear weapons to o.ddi tional coun-· 

trios, particularly in tho sense of non-deployment on new territo

ries. Perhaps it wo.s one of the many entries in the 11 history of 

lost opportunities" that the non-deployment and non-disseraination 

wore not briskly broached at that juncture. 

A sinilar "delayed reaction 11 can be visualized in relation to 

what is at present our m:::ist hopeful endeavours within the actual 

disarmament negotiations in Geneva, namely to reach an agreement 

on a "non-proliferation treaty" against additional countries get

ting control of nuclear woapcms. Evidently, that LlCJve forward 

should have been taken - in any rational linking with political 
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realities - before China became a nuclear-weapon power, or even 

before Great Britain and France paid their entrance ticket into 

the nuclear club, led by con3i(1..c~ctic.no which are now already ob

solcte to a very expensive adventure. As it is, tho main interest 

on the Soviet side to conclude such a treaty has all the tine boen 

to tie up any anbi tions on the part of West Germany to get c::mtrol 

of nuclear vreapons, a desideratum vrhich is cif course shared by mo st 

nations. But the actual urgency in pushing the treaty through in 

1967 is no doubt highlighted by the recent Israel-Arab war: the 

sceptre of any nation in such an inflamnatory situation having 

control over nuclear arms r:mst have anime, ted the lee,ders of the t-1,-10 

super-powers to finalize a deal on this troo.,ty when they had anyhou 

recognized the wisdom of a non-intervention polj_cy in rege,rd to the 

combattants. 

Turning to disarmament measures at present actively on the 

agenda for the negotinticms proceeding ftt the Eighteen-Nc,tion Dis~ 

armament Conference in Geneva, the raaxir:mm to hope for in o. rather 

near future would be neasures to it freezeu present nuclear capabili·

ties. Even for n sto,tement of such nodest hopefulness important 

reservations have to be made. An important one is the licence given 

to Chino, and France vrhen they are not expected to sign our interna

tional ngreements. Another menacing prospect is the temptation for 

the two super-powers, unhampered as they will be through this agree

ment, to start a nevr phase of the spiralling arms race. They might 

already have started to cash in on their liberty by their recent 

decisions to step up the deployment of ABM systems of strntegic 

defense. 

"Freezing 11
, 

11 contninnent 11
, "non-armament 11 rnther than "disarma-
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mont 11 marks the maximum ::if optimism, just as it has been the signum 

of the only agreements reached so far: Tho Moscow Agreement 1963 

not to undertake further nuclear-weapon tests in the atmosphere, 

under water and in space, and the convention 1966 about non-discri

minatory access to outer space, the moon and other celestial bodies, 

containing a pledge not to place nuclear devices in orbit or install 

them on celestial bodies. This last mentioned measure, in so far as 

it should be classified in the disarmament category at all, seems 

to be partly related to the political super-power d6tente during 

the last years despite the continuation of th0 hazardous Viet-nam 

war. But partly it is one of the few testimonies that the political 

powers have grasped in time that opportunity for a decisive turn in 

the technological clevelopment v-1hich always exists in its early 

stages, in this case the tooling up for a "space race" which now 

seems to be placed under harness as far as weaponry is concerned. 

To a similar category ought to belong the three or four mea

sures dominating the negotiations in Geneva and the debates in the 

United Nations. Their distinctive feature is an attempt to put on 

the brake on the armanents race, before shifting the gear to reverse. 

Let me first briefly describe them under the abbreviated terms we 

have introduced in the jargon of disarners,. They envisage a "freez

ing" ( contr:,im1ent) of the number of nuclear-weapon States through 

the so-called non-proliferation agreement, whereby the five nations 

11 licensod 11 to renain in the club would be the sane ones as those 

who havo the right to permanent seats in the United Nations Socu-

ri ty Council; further the 11 freozing 11 (non-development) of the gua-

li ty of their nuclear weapons through a complete test-ban, by which 

the research and development work for increasingly more effective 
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means of mass destruction would be iapeded by a ban on experimenta

tion; a 11 freezingu (confining) of the guanti ty of their nucleal.: 

weapohs through a cut-off of production of fissile naterial for 

neapon purposes, whereby additions to the stock-piles of their 

already produced or potential nuclear weapons would ceo,se; a 11 freez-.. 

ingu (limiting) of the strategic delivery systems, both offensive 

and defensive, but with p0,rticular emphasis on so-called defensive 

installations through halting the deplo;?Jllent of ABM. 

What is then the relationship existing between such measures 

and the political realities of our period of history? It is truly 

a dramatic one. Because the political impact relates to a most 

significant interplay: ::m the cme hand there is the possibility for 

either a strengthening or a weakening of the competition between 

the super-powers, and on the other hand there is the concomitant 

possibility of a strengthening or weakening of their nonopoly in 

relation to other states. If they decide to lower their .• guards 1 

i.e. sGek to maintain the balance of security at a lower level, 

then an immediate result would be the creation of a new politico,l 

confidence that the world might be moving forward. I believe this 

to be the imperative question just at this moment of history: are 

they choosing to lead us in a hopeful direction, or not? 

As this "package" of relo,ted mec.,sures is on the immediate 

agenda, it deserves a closer look. The political observer will find 

that all of them, except the first one - the non-proliferation 

treaty - would call for s~;me renunciatory o..ction on the part of 

the nuclear-weapon powers. :Sut such is tho p 1Jwer situc,tion of today, 

that it is only that first one which has YJOn their unconditional 

support and thus become tho only one now actively promoted by then~ 
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It should therefore not be surprising that the non-nuclear-weapon 

States, and particularly those countries in the Geneva Conference 

who are not members of the Great-Power-allicmces in Europe, are 

adamant in claiming for simultaneous progress along several of the 

lines indicated. 

It vnuld be wholly unwarranted to conclude, however, that al-.. 

though we have an interest in getting those powers who do possess 

nuclear vreapons also to accept some restraint, that would imply 

that the others -v:rould want to acquire nuclear weapons. That cer

tainly is a non-sequitur. The situation should be understood in 

political terms: we are desperately interested in a lessening of 

tensions between the super-powers but likewise prompted to take a 

stand agcdnst any increase of Great-Power dominance in the world. 

The results to be obtained if progress could be made in regard to 

the entirety of measures enumerated in this first c0,tegory is mo

dest enough: no reverse, but at least some brakes applied to the 

frightening increase in nuclear armaments and in concentration of 

power. Such steps would consequently fit in ,,cri th the n scheme 11 I 

have indicated: they would lie within the sphere of possibles for 

disarmo,ment, which in turn Yrnuld engender increasing confidence in 

the political climate tho,t the world was moving in the right direc-

ti:m. 

To follow my method of asking for the political appropriate-· 

ness of V[l,rious disarmament meo,surus one might be tempted to drav-v 

the following conclusions. The non-proliferation agreement is ob

vi~msly directly connected with political interests of today to 

reduce the number of possible ini tint'.:lrs '.:lf nucleo,r war. 1l1his issue 

is of particulnr relevance in relo,tion to geopoliticnl situations 
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where two nations are paired-off in seemingly permanent positions 

of mutual mili t1::,ry threat and 1vhere at least ~me of them has the 

technological capability to produce nuclear weapons or the politi

cal aspiration to acquire them from a nuclear-weapon power. Tho 

issue has also, and quite predominantly, been discussed in relation 

to the risk that nuclear ueapons be disseminated within alliances. 

Those are certainly topical issues of today, 1:re can all fill in the 

particulars. A considerably more complex cas~ which is the ono 

India often refers to, relates to throat perceptions in geopolitical 

situations where one party already possesses nuclear weapons and the 

other one does not. This raises exceedingly difficult questions 

a) whether the acquisition of nuclear weapons would really 

0,ssure "security", and 

b) whether 11 securi ty 11 should be guaranteed by out side nuclear-

W82.JUn p::rwc;rs. 

Thus, who..t might look as a f0,irly simple pledge not to acquire nu

clear vreapons must in regard to sane nati ,)ns raise very complex po-

litical problems. 

As this is the background - not often discussed - to our pre

sent labours in the stony field of disarmament I might be allowed 

to dwell on the alternative soluti ::ms we sometimes contemplate. nwe 11 

then stand for the non-aligned countries ·whose voice, less often 

heard, I believe it is ray task to present to you today. Taking into 

account the specific political aims of a non-proliferati~n treaty, 

just referred to, the most urgent task is obviously to make certain 

that there is no spread of nuclear weapons. From this ultra-rea

listic point of view and in- the light of the difficulties, at pre

sent persisting, to obtain adherence by r:t number of states, crucial 
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in this contGxt, to a c:mplc;x trc:2cty, it might in the first instance 

have suff-icod to get a sinple "non-disseHination" treaty: i,e. tho 

nuclear-vreapon Statos pledging theuselves not to transfer controls 

of such weapons to any recipient nhcct so ever and the nc:m-nucle0,r

'"1Getpon Sto,tes cornni tting thc;nselves not tCJ receive such trcmsfers 

of weapons. Such a treaty might even be extended to cover a synwe

trical obligati::m not to assist and not to roq_uire assistance for 

the acq_ui si ti on in other f:Jrr;1s of such weapons, also between nuclear

weapon powers. 

That would have inplied leaving the whole question of indepen

dent manufacture 'Of nuclear -rrnapons temporarily open. 

The next efforts - and I nust stress iumediate, and preforrably 

simultaneous efforts - should then lrnve been devoted to plugging 

that loop-hole, which could with great efficacity have been done 

through agreements on test-ban and/or cut-off• It is explicitely 

recognized that there is not tho so,Be hesitance on part of the 

"might-be-nuclears 11 to sign such agreoments. And it is a convictiCJn 

that needs no dispute, that the te:mt-ban as well as the cut-off 

w:mld effectively stop the have--not s from starting nuclear-weapon 

production. At the same tiBe they would have involved mutual obli

gations on the part of the nuclec~r-weapon countries, thus effocti vcly 

halting the arms race and improving beyond comparison the climate of 

confidence in our world's future. It renains a riddle to me why the 

Great Powers have chosen the strategy 0f giving priority to such an 

ineffective measure as a non-prCJliferation pledge, particularly as 

it draws the thunder of political criticism over their heads. 

Let us, however 1 sum1Jarize, as p:)litical scientists must do, 

whr-t will be the 12_olitical result, if a non-proliferation treaty of 
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the scope now envisaged would be signed and ratified by all those 

States, who are relevant in the context. We should then expect 

reduced tension around certain local zones, and also reduced ten-

sion between the two nuclear super-powers, but, I regret to say, 

in all frankness, if no countervailing forces are in the offing, 

also somewhat increased tension or at least a sense of malaise 

between the super-powers and all the smaller States. Or, to put 

it in more general terms~ what we must now fear is an increase in 

mankindrs lack of trust in the future of this world, as it would 

continue to live under the scare o~ the nuclear armaments race.
2

) 

J3ut let us take a quick look at the political "scenario" also 

for the other disarmament measures, discussed under the adequa-

tely modest term of "partial" measures. The test-ban issue - which 

is the one technically most ripe for solution - could dispel what 

is perhaps the gravest uncertainties as to the future of the world, 

namely that the incessant competition as to research and develop-

ment in weapons technology might bring about one-side~ advance for 

one of the two super-powers. Because that would spell the end of 

the present balance of deterrence. We cannot conceal our fear that 

this probably is exactly the objectives of the military machines 

within each of these countries, Competition in increasing demands 

is the very air all military men seem to breathe - in all coun-

tries. It would, however, lead to an enormous increase in the nu-

clear scare and the political distrust of the future on the part 

of the large majority of mankind. In order to diminish the discri-

mination I have so often referred to, the super-powers would really 

be most advised to agree on a test-ban. 

Here I want to enter a special plea for the ntest-ban 11
, i.e. 
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the freezing of the guali ty of nuclear Yreapons through a complete 

ban on all testing of such weapons. There is no shortage in the 

quantity of nuclear weapons already produced, which on the contrary 

already represent 11 overkill 11 capacity, as I!Ir. T!IcNamara has so elo

quently stated when giving the reasons against an ABM deployment 

before recommending its acceptance. Therefore the ctopping of test

ing, i.e. of development of these weapons through experimentation, 

uould probably be the one measure most effective in hampering the 

arms race, because the competition nowadays centers on the quality 

of these weapons. Thus, a test-ban would probably be most conducive 

to improvements in the political atmosphere in the world. I might 

add that this is so not least because this is exactly the point 

where the super-powers are floundering the dictate of the United 

Nations i:Iember States, who have decidedly condemned the continua

tion of tests - and we know these are not only continuing but in

creasing in frequency and yield. 

Closely connected with this issue, and most specifically with 

any endeavour not to upset the hitherto prevailing balance ofter

ror, would be an agreement to curtail the development and deploy

ment of AJ3II. More generally, a freezing of the development and de

ployment of strategic delivery systems, both offensive and defen

sive, would have important effects in bolstering the world's trust 

in its own future. :But instead new "horizons of horrorn are just 

being opened to us. The decisions to deploy anti-missile-missile 

systems show most clearly the political obstacles which render any 

agreement difficult at the present juncture. The weighing of the 

issue, at least as reported from USA, seems to hinge on the fine 

point whether the d6tente with the USSR is so reliable that it 
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\70uld permit scrapping the projects of large-scale, 11 massi ve" do-' 

ployment in favour of a nthinnerl! and choaper system, motivated by 

what is perceived as a threat from China. We now know that both 

these objectives are to be hit by the same stone, presumably by 

each one of the super-powers. Is this a point of no return in the 

race between disarmament negotiations and armaments build-up? 

In regard to an agreement as to the cut-off, which vrnuld imply 

the restriction of nuclear-weapon strength to present quantities, 

the reasoning will have to strike a different note. Per se, it 

should hardly need to be any bone of contention. Both super-powers 

are admittedly saturated with overkill capacity; and their levels 

are so incomparably much higher than any other nation~s that it 

would seem to be a matter of sheer convenience to them to agree to 

the quantitative halt. Also, the control system raises no technical 

difficulties at all. It will in principle have been solved in con

nection with the non-proliferation treaty. And in practice a ready

made systen of safeguards, universally applicable, is at hand in tho 

IAEA. Thus, a cut-off agreement might follow by practically imper

ceptible efforts. 

But the political pressure from the outside, which I discern 

as a strong one for the previously mentioned measures of partial 

disarmament does not seem to be equally strong. It exists, of 

course, in the generalized way as a clamour from most nations that 

the senseless increase in overkill capacity on the part of a few 

nations should stop. But, in a way, we consider it, as the American 

saying goes, as ntheir own funeral 11 when they are paying these appa

rently unnecessary costs. Economic arguments would speak strongly 

in favour of a cut-off of production of fissionable material for 
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weapon purposes. Thif3 takes on an interna,tional hue Hhen ne all 

knovv how the world is pressing for aid to economic progress. But 

how could the demands for a decisive effort to promote development 

in hitherto less privileged parts of the norld become the political 

trigger for a cut-off agreement? Surely the alternative uses of the 

resources of nuclear energy would open up fascinating vistas for 

c1evelopnent. 

Also on the political side, a warning of caution r:mst be 

voiced in relation to one detail: the chances of succeeding to con

clude a cut-off agreenent might easily be lost if the negotiations 

become infected with the virus of prestige. Thus, we should be \Wary 

of any requirement that the dimensions of existant stock-piles with

in tho nuclear-weapon States be made knovm, be it by any assumptions 

being brandished about as to how much stronger one country's nuclear 

arsenal is than another's. Here I want to be undiplomatic enough to 

say that the West has probably committed a diplomatic error by sug

gesting, not a simple cut-off of production of fissionable material 

as of a specific date, but coupled it with proposing a quota on the 

reduction of the stock-piles of fissionable material, giving the 

proportions 60-40 to USA and USSR respectively* 

If it could ever be, achieved, the contenplated first series of 

11 freezing 11 disarmament measures would produce rather enormous in

provements in the political climate of our time. Therefore, the en

deavours made by the non-nuclear-weapon nations to get the two 

giants released from the fetters of their single combat position 

must be recognized to be of positive value. It should not be sur

prising to anybody that specifically the non-aligned among the non

nuclear-weapon nations, which are members of the ENDC, charged as 
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it is with actual negotiations, have been quite dissatisfied and 

have also voiced their dissatisfaction in regard to the direction, 

the speed and the raanner in nhich the super-powers have led these 

negotiations during the last year. I do not want to be overly cri

tical, but I simply fail to understand rrhy they have chosen theii· 

particular priority - i.e. a single-minded preoccupation with the 

non-proliferation treaty - or their particular procedure, i.e. 

secluded consultations between then and their European allies for 

nine long months. 

We have untiringly pointed to the necessity to advance speedi

ly in regard to the whole package of related partial disarmanent 

measures which rightly belong as constitutive elements in what I 

have outlined as a first stage of endeavours. This lack of pro

gress is so much more inexplicn,ble, as the omnipresent control 

issue, that is the monitoring of possible violations offers no 

unsurmountable technical or financial problems 

IV. Insulation of regional political conflicts against foreigl:}, 

interventions and arms build-up. 

I now turn fro:o. what in Geneva and the United Nations is 

actually discussed as practical possibilities of disarmament to 

broach situations of a greater complexity, where I have to rely 

more on my personal liberty for some free-hand,drawing of what 

might come to be our tasks i:rr the future. I also vmnt to place on 

record the general reservation th0,t ny stater:aents are not intended 

to be normative, to be prescriptions, but rather to show how if 

you want one oeasure of disarmament you may have to consider cer

tain concomitant political changes. It is just presented as a 
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framework which political scientists chould, of course, iuprove, 

Any wider range of disarmament measures can only be conceived 

against a background vrherrJ Gr0at Pmvers renunciate any special 

"police" responsibilities on an international scale, a renuncia

tion vrhich in turn is related to the pr8spects of greater calli1 on 

the world scene. Partly that caln would be engendered by the halt

ing of the nuclenr arms race indicated in tho previous sectiono It 

would seem futile now to proceed to suggest international legislo,-. 

tion about prohibitory measures, such as those exemplified in the 

following, if there were not a corollary readiness on the part of 

Great Powers to relinquish tendencies towards interventions on their 

ovm in the political affairs of naticms around tho globe. On the 

other hand, if a political clinato alluwing gradual independence for 

various regions of tho world would be created, rather farreaching 

disarr:iament measures bocome so much wore appropriate. This is be

cause the cumulative causation process ·which, while insulating the 

world nore and more securily against the effects of local or regio

nal conflicts, would at the sar:ie time help to miniwize them. 

Let us try to examine first what limits to our reasoning is 

set by political realities. 

There are, of course, numerous, quite varied types of politi~ 

cal problems alive in the regional or national conflict situations 

which we can presently perceive. Evon under a precursory view they 

must be recognized to be so scrious that they can certainly not be 

set aside by a wisp-of-the-hand. Thus, in nany regions of the world 

conflicts are breaking forth and will continue to germinate by the 

claim for greater equity in econouic conditions and broader parti

cipation in political responsibility. Also, colonial oppression -
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or just traditions of colonial oppression; - as well as tribal 

strife, racial hatred and many other growth-pains have to be over

come. In the most populous and the most desperately poor countries 

of the v:rnrld, the struggle for development is tragically hampei·ed 

by seemingly senseless wars and war traditions and desperate inter-

nal unrest. Just this year it is brought homo to us all hovr in We::::t 

Asia (or what we ethnocentrically cc~ll 11 the lVIiddlo Eastu) there are 

gigantic tasks facing the future in order to secure a docent liveli

hood for all its peoples and evoke constructive neighbourhood re

lations - once the aftermath of hostilities has been cleared up. 

Only one thing is certain about those disparate and often despondent 

situations: they aro not~cJ.- will not be remedied by military inter

ventions by Great Powers. 

It ought to be self-evident that something totally new, yes, a 

hitherto unseen creative and disinterested rendiness to coopernte 

is needed in our world. Efforts fr'.:Jm tho outside to regulate mat

ters by interventions, by domination, by competing for 11 spheres of 

influence'' are certainly dooraed to be irn:i,dequate - and most prob

ably in the main destructive. 

How constructive alternative solutions to the manifold poli

tical problems should be shaped, both at the national and at the 

regional level, must be left for their own peoples to decido. That 

there :must be some substitutio:::i. by positive contribution from 

abroad only needs mentioning: a generous inflow of assistance, not by 

agents but by foreign scientists, technicians, research workers 

etcetera, under independent national or regi~nal or United Nations 

management, only not directed by outside governments, 

Our inteJ:·est should rather turn to vrhich disarmrnnent measures 
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y1ould be of o,n inherently related nature in ':)rder to proceed paral·-

lel with such a development of independent remedies for the local 

and regional conflicts. 

The very first requirement would probably be de-politization 

of 11 mili tary aid 11
• An onbnrgo on deliveries of arms frora abroad, 

whether gifts or sales would, by the way, be a rather strict paral

lel to the "non-proliferation" of nuclear weapons. The whole pro

blematics of military aid and arns trade is ripe for a fresh and 

frank analysis. It is in fccct extraordinary that the effects of tho 

free-for-all principle in regard to aruanents have been left un

scrutinized. Compare the efforts since 50 years in stopping the 

international traffic in narcotics: What has been the real raotiva

tion and the noral justification, in the industrialized countries, 

when they have undertaken to arn the veritable powderkegs in var

ious parts of the world, which we have so clearly identified through 

political analysis? A study of tho arms sales, of arms flows, of 

embargo policies already set afoot in some countries is urgently 

needed. Several such studies have been initiated and I am happy to 

know that SIPRI - the Stockholm International Peace Research Insti

tmte- is embarking on a thoroughgoing analysis of this 11 ex:port for 

destructi~m". Of course, counterpart studies should also be made of 

what it means in terms of balance if only those countries, who are 

well equipped for production, 0an go on piling u:p hugh arsenals. 

Disarmament also at home must follovv suit in order to equalize the 

effects of arms production, just as well as of arms exports. 

The question of the possibility of some international control 

on arms trade and production as a forthcoming disarmament measure 

is closely related to the political one how to neutralize the in-
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creasing international superiority of the militarily already 

superior nations. Their monopolies would, as a matter of fact, 

to some extent even be fortified by an arms embargo. As a detail 

in this complex enters the question of elimination of foreign mi

litary bases in the sense of those being more or less permanently 

established in peace-time and often as parts of a global defense 

system, rather than such bases which might just be organized on 

the demand of certain statos for collectivizing local self-defense 

in times of war, as foroseen in the United Nations'Charter. 

I an quite convinced that this problem, as a general feature 

of disarmament, should be inscribed within this second circle of 

concerted efforts towards both a political and a military insula

tion of different regions from Great Power politics. I am afraid 

it is but illusory to propose evacuation of foreign bases as a dis

armar.ient IJ.e1::csure to be agreed upon already at the present stage of 

world affairs. A rule against foreign bases has its appropriate 

place in a systematic demounting of foreign military postures and 

anbitions for military interventions around the globe. - If this 

is true as a part 'Jf a general pattern~· it should, of c'Jurse, not 

debar any nations from taking unilateral, ad-hoc decisions at any 

time in the direction of evacuation of military strongholds on 

other nations' territory. 

The one disarmament measure in this second category which can 

be undertaken most rapidly because with maximum independence is the 

one of zonal denuclearization and armament regulation in other 

forms, or even demilitarization# Latin-America has already pio

neered in the denuclearization field by this year's Tlatelolco 

treaty. Still, that case also demonstrates what considerable com-
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plications are introduced by Great Power politics; it may suffice 

to mention the place names Cuba, Panama, Puerto Rico - and the 

/soDe countries 
Falkland Islands - creating different arguments for not adhering 

to or endorsing the treaty. This despite the propitious facts that 

Latin-America is a regi::m, which is geographically fnirly secluded 

from Gre1::,t Povrer competition and that it is also in the main free 

from intraregional military threats between its constituent nations. 

The interest in taking regional initiatives for creating zones 

of denucloarizc:,tion or arms regulatLJn has made its appearance also 

in vari:ms other parts of the world, al though as yet hardly trans-

gressing into the rec:,lm of practical politics (Central Europe, 

Africa, Balkan, etc.). Hero I just want to draw attention to tno 

aspects of this issue. One is its connection with the theme "elimi-

nation of foreign b0,ses 11
, 

11 evacuation of foreign tro:ips 11
, etc., 

where obviously brisk initiatives from within the regions then-

selves and even joint rogLmal plc:mning would be of crucial value. 

The second is that a regi'.:mal o.,pproach to arms regulation probably 

would have to take into account the problems of preserving or estab-

lishing some kind of mutually respected equity or balance within the 

zone so as to assure permanence of the solutions obtained. 

For establishing a denuclearized zone in Europe - be it accord-

ing to the pioneering Rapacki plan for such a zone in Central Europe 

- with its Gomulka and ~jachs vsr s ions - and/ or the Kekkonen formu-

la suggesting a nuclear-free zone in the Nordic countries or a zone 

of armament regulation also with regard to conventional weapons, it 

is evon more obvious than elsev1here that vested Great Power interests 

are of enormous and probably decisive importance. This illustrates 

the sagacity of placing measures with regional disarmament effects 
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in n, stage subsequent to the one of a more primary relaxatio:l. of 

tensions and diminution of that Greo.t Power nntagonism which in 

turn has co,lled forth so much competition and c,lso division lir,er: 

vri thin geographical zones, no-t le0,st ::iurs here in Europe. 

Perhaps I need not J:.'eiterate that nll these e,nd many other 

measures, must begin to be definitely planned already now in order 

to de-escalate the tensions in vc,rious locnl and region0,l contex-ts 

as well as prepare for a more and Bore puritan policy of non-in-· 

tervention by Great Powers. The fact th0,t I have treated these 

issues as pertaining to a sec()nd cntegory is explained only by my 

desire to pinpoint in a more systematic way the linking of the 

pr>li tical and the disarmo,ment actions. Bu:t; al though they do belong 

to a higher order of complexity nothing should stop us from paving 

the way for them here C';lld now. 

V. Wid;ening intern12-tio:r-::.al 2J]-~ter~enco__Q,_nd_ beginnig_g_ of 

~~armgp1_2nt_. 

A more complete econo11ic in"~egration and political co opera .. , 

tion in the Yrorld - so o.ften c1-reamt vp in development ]Jrogrammei:! -· 

must also be re0,lized through a graclual process. It ought to be 

self-evident that before it can become a potent reality it pre

supposes a diminishing dominance of Great Power interes·ts, mili

tarily and politically n,s well as economically. Genuine loyalty 

between peoples, which is the foundation of real integration as 

we knovr frora the maturntion cif the same process within our own 

national boundaries, can only be created when there is a fair 

degree of equality. 

This is not the place to speak about no.id to underdeveloped 
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countriesn, nor tci speak about the oven r:10ro important switching 

of our commercial policy fro:o one of trade ,::ibstaclos into one of 

trade promcition. Tho sccole ,:m ·which such changes must sooner or 

later be introduced has as yet ncit been discussed as a subject of 

::cctual policies. My duty today is restricted to throwing the 

search-light on any possible c<mnecti'Jn with disarmaoent, 

Attention has then to be directed to tho topic known as 

ttdisarmament economics!!, on which a lo.rge rmd continuously1 gro-v,·i;ng 

literature is emerging. Pioneer in the field was the United Nations 

report: Economic and Social Consequences of Disarmament, elabora-

ted by economic GXIJerts from countries belonging to different 

politico-military blocs and published in 1962. It was an excellent 

structural analysis of the problems involved in transfer of re-

sources from military to civilian uses, from destructive to con-

structive purposes. But, of course, it is far fron a final study. 

In the special context of the present paper it is particularly 

regrettable that it was just a comparison of the situations before 

and after total disarmament and that no attempts have been made to 

draw up a grid for the gradual transfers of resources, a tirJe-table 

of change. It W'.mld be desirable to use the scheme presented by mo, 

or other such sequences of mutually reinforcing political and mili-

tary measures of de-escalati::m, and co,lculate in teros of econoraies 

made, which specific resources would be released in connection with 

each specific disarmc:ment measure proposed. That the nsavings" on 

disarmament vrould largely be used in fnvcmr of the less developed 

countries, is here taken as a non-disputed assumption; the whole 

question of the distribution of benefits gained can only be opened 

when these benefits have been mapped out. 
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Here I can only indicate a few conjectures of what types of 

transfer of rosources could neterialize in connection with each 

type of disarmament measure. The list nay be sketched somewhat as 

follows: 

a) non-proliferatio~ would only be acconpanied by indirect 

savings on "ncm-arnament 11 in the countries which do not 11 prolife

rate11; 

b) ggrnprohensive test-ban would r:i.ost significantly allow a 

release of exports, technicians and research workers, surely to be 

counted by tens of thousands, this because the test-ban would imply 

a practical foreclosure ::if research and develo1iment vmrk for nu

clear weapons, which is the phase of weap::m IJroduction absorbing 

the greatest share of human talent; 

c) cut-off of production of fissionable material would allow 

conversirJn of reactors and other installations to producing nu

clear energy for peaceful purposes, the dimensions of which could 

be easily calculated; 

d) freezin~ of strategic delivery systems would entail savings 

in material, electronics, technicians, probably of the same high 

order as the tost-ban under b) above; 

e) embargo on arms trad~ would, if no compensatory increase 

in domestic consumption were foreseen, allow conversiJn of some 

arms manufacturing plants to civilian production; as a probable 

side-effect it might even entail limitation also of domestic mar

kets as certain production lines vrnuld become prohi bi ti vely costly 

without export outlets; 

f) elimination of foreign bases, again if it is not only a 

questirJn of re-deployment to home b::::,ses, would permit transfers 
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of airplanes and ships to civilian ·uses, particularly those buL'--L 

for cargo and transport purposes; more specifically, there would 

follow conversion of plants for production of new generations of 

military planes and ships to construction and production of civi

lian transport and communications; added to this would be very 

considerable savings in communication networks; this specific 

measure would furthermore, from a quantitative point of view, 

probably cause the most important savings in man-power, 

g) nuclear-free zones would, as a 11 non-armament measure 11
, 

only cause indirect savings; 

h) reduction and elimination of nuclear weapons would mean an 

enormous increase in sources of energy through the transfer of 

their fissionable material, already produced and paid for, to ci

vilian purposes; IAE.A a few years ago indicated as a yardstick th2 

doubling of the vrorld / s output of electric energy through this 

measure alone; 

i) reduction of conventional armaments would, of course, mean 

savings within all categories of material and man-power on their 

non-production; 

j) reduction of military standing forces would in the long 

run, vvhen the perhaps somewhat painful process of re-allocation j_p 

carried through, lead to corresponding increases in the labour 

reserves. 

The list might be continued at will. It is presented here as 

a challenge to the economists to proffer calculations of disarma

ment savings in actual figures. Vfo sorely need a vision in conrete 

terms of the riches to be released through one and each disarmament 

measure, specifically. 
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What I have here schematically discussed as a third "phase", 

although the process would permeate the whole international deve

lopment from the beginning 011 1 might mature as a crucially crea

tive one, when the gains from disarmament ;rould more systematically 

be harnessed to the constructive tasks of the world. As that world 

would pari passu have been made more secure, great developments 

might also be expected towards international integration through 

various networks of interdependence and enterprises with truly in

ternational management. This feature is conditioned most specific

ally on a materialization of what I consider to -be the most dyna

mic element in a system of disarmament economics, namely the re

lease of huge cadres of experts. Those who are now mobilized for 

military purposes -- and in the great industrialized nations a very 

important part of total scientific research is now being directed 

and financed through the defense authorities - are after all the 

very people who a~e '1 specialists in the delivery of solutions to 

complicated technical problems''. It challenges our imagination to 

try to conceive of the gains for the world that could be made if 

that valuable brain-power were redirected to fields such as medi

cine, urban and. rural rebuLLding, including preserving nature and 

beauty, new techniques for food }1roduction, for spreading knovr

ledge, etc" 

If the world should ever have hopes of entering upon this 

kind of a new, creative course, there must not only have been pur--

sued a dynamic process leading to gradually more considerable dis

armament, as indicated above, Also, barriers must have been built 

against overriding power concentrations, v1hich automatically seem 

to follmv in the wake of modern technological developments in the 
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large scale range - if special inhibitory mechanisms are not in

troduced. A dominant theme in my scheming has been the necessity 

to break the tendency to concentration of power, alas, inherent in 

the present conflux of technological and economic development 

trends. 

A couple of examples may be hinted at, where we probably al

ready at present stand at some very decisive cross-roads. One is 

concerned with the development of deep sea resources. Age-old tra

ditions in international lavr and praxis referred to "the freedom 

of the seas 11
• This freedom has now not only to be defended. on a 

non-discriminatory basis, excluding any self-established 11 right 11 to 

distuTb civilian traffic through nuclear experiments or military 

manoevres. But those high seas, considered as belonging to every'

body and nobody, are also threatened to be expropriated and divideu. 

The struggle for extending territorial waters and proprietorship 

to parts of the continental shelf is indicative. Here as always 

where there is an object of contest, there also exists an oppor

tunity to develop as an alternative a system of international co

operationg the riches of the oceans may be made available to us 

all by brave initiatives. They would be concerned with an interna

tional safe-guarding of the ocean depths against national installa

tions on the ocean bed (where even military ones for sub-narine 

monitoring etc. now belong to the possibilities). But they must 

also construct methods for some form of joint international owner

ship of deep sea resources. 

Similarly, the technical possibilities to develop the tele

communication satellites to such a point that the most isolated 

village in the most distant continent can be reached by one and 
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the same powerful transrLi ttor 1 place2 us before the choice between 

a gigantic plus and an equally gigan~ic minus. The technical ad

vance can either be utilized for esta.)lishing a system of equi t

able interdependence between nations End peoples, creating by 

truly cooperative :nternational managcrient a wonderful opportunity 

for a glorious new era of gi vo and tak0 of experiences, ideas, art 

on a world scale. Or, it might mean a 2;stem of as yet unimagin

able cultural hegemony by the technolog:cally, industrially and 

economically strongest nations. 

Aft or -';his fur-':;i ve glance into v;ha~ is noi;; often called 11 le,,

futuri bles 11 ive have to revert to the };: .. 'oblem of the institutional 

foundatiorB of a securer vorld - and t,ereby facing the ultimate 

quostion.~mrk whether it can be conside:od as at all attainable -

even if we muster considerable patience. 

VI. A future world order of S?J?Urity, 

Only a gradually more and more successfi.:.l dedication to the 

m ny laborious and perhaps superhumanly diffinl t tasks outlined 

o far, would make it possible to blueprint an Lternational order 

for peace, progress and security. It is simply imp1ssible now to 

visualize any adequate construction that would subst',tute for the 

present world order nhe:ce conflict, competition and vi')lence, yes i 

brutality rules. 

In this paper I do not intend to deal at all with the 4nter

national aspects of economic interdependence and cooperation, 1r 

with legal safeguarding of civil liberties 1 nor 1-ri th machine:::y fc..,. 

arbitration, mediation and other non-violent peace-keeping measures 

I only wish to test my main thesis that disarmament measures must bo 
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systematically hr;,rmoni zed rd th po ticci.l cho,nges 9 thus concen trat-

ing on the militar~ aspect of ~nternational peace-keeping. 

It has been taken for granted in all disarmament schemes that 

in a final stage national armies should be abolished and a United 

Nations fo:cce organized to safeguard the norld against brush-fires 

of violence. The tvro existant formal plans for:; General and Complete 

Disarmament, one proffered by the United States and the other by 

the USSR, have advocated quite different structures for this sys

tem of a future United Nations 1wrld police force. 3) In simplified 

terms: the United States has advanced the view that the United Na-

tions should organize standing forces of its own, while the USSR 

has been of the OIJinion that the United Nations should only have 

the right to call on contingents from various national militia 

groups. It would, of course, not be difficult to dro:w up a com

promise of a p:ractical order: a unified United Nations' command 

with some permanent stand-by forces, plus the possibility to draft 

reserves from militia in various member nations. More important is 

a consideration of principle. The two schemes presented seem to me 

afflicted by some unhistoric flaw in the reasoning, or rather in 

the very premises. They are still fettered in the thought-ways of 

nationalism, of war threats, yes, of Great Power reluctance to give 

up its own superior status. 

But along those lines we will never obtain that new world 

which would both vouchsafe peace and permit general disarmament. 

The organizational basis both for the military and the civilian 

international order of the future must necessarily be conceived in 

the terms of a !!democracy of na~;:Lons 11 • '11hat is, nations v1hose 

independence should have become strengthened and made much more 
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equitable 

national cooperation. There can bo no world order, no world peaces 

and no United Nations police force to ensure that peace as long as 

we cannot free our thinking f:o:om the image of Great Power blocs, 

Great Power hegemony - as long as all our plans aim at preserving 

the splitting of the world instead of at joining it together. 

ThG necessary prerequisite ror creating peace in the ·world 

and assure it through a system of collective security is that 

States ·· or perhaps regional gro11ps of States - arrive at a much 

more equitable status, that they consider themselves and act as 

neutrals but at the same time a~e so closely interrelated with 

each other, yes, unremittedly interlocked with each other, that 

they have al'rived at safe r.wthods of join"t decision-making. To say 

that they vrnuld unquestioningly be guided by one and the same goa~., 

based on a genuine harmony of interests would probably be going too 

far - even in the distant Utopia I am now talking of. Instead, the 

world will have to learn to live with conflicts, as conflicts wilJ 

always ariser 

But the political corbllary to such cooperation for peace

keeping is~ as I just stressed, that the Un:ited lfat,i_ons will become' 

a true '1democracy of na~cionsn o Tho Groat Powe:r duel for doTiinance 

which has so far marked the orgc:m::..zation may come to an end by the 

force of events, as, for instance, Waltel.' Lippmann already read 

the signs on the wall of 11 Groa-c I'ov-H::rs dethroned 11 
o If there were a 

growth in the role of smaller jJovwrs and their peaceful regional 

cooperation, one might perhaps hope for the beginning of real nego

tiations within the United Nations, and rd thin the international 

institutions generally,, Because a :pertinent question is whether 
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those vho conceive of themselves as ~ielding Great Power can over 

truly negotiate, at least in their relation with the rest of the 

world. This is a question which raises itself with some pertin-

ence in the wake of my experience in the Geneva disarmc,mont com-

mittee. They are either inpenetrable, unperturbable, or they begin 

to get closer to each other through what might be likened to a 

kind of cautious trial-and-error method. The possibilities for the 

smaller powers to enter into a real process of give and take of 

arguments are at present vrnak 9 indeed. 

To create a truly working machinery .for international demo-

cracy presupposes increasing possibilities to participate in world 

affairs for smaller, yes for all countries, as the Charter so 

proudly intonates: 11 We, the peoples •• ,°' 11 A growth in thei.r sense 

of responsibility is, of course, equally needed. But I believe 

there is a fair chance that it would so grow simultaneously with 

the relinquishing of Great Power dominance. The nationalism of 

most countries would, I sincerely believe naturally tend more and 

aore to follow a neutral course when the bonds of blocs and alli-

ances are no longer hindering them. This may to you look like a 

specifically Swedish point of view. True, I feel no need to con-

ceal our predilection for neutrality. 

It is impossible for me here to give any full treatment to 

the whole problem of how the world of alliances might develop into 

one of non-intervention and neutrality. It may suffice to remind 

us that certain dcwelopments in pro spec ti ve United Nations policy 

point in the direction I have here outlined. One is the resolution 

on non-intervention in the internal affairs of States, practically 

unanimously accepted and now the object of intensive legal study 
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in a spacial com;~,i ttee (the 11 friendly :eel a tions cO-CJBi ttue 11
) i11 

order to achieve a r;10re binding instrument through a convention, 

The second is that the collective security system towards which 

the 1Ji]nited Nations was aimed, foresec-w a cooper::Ltion of a very dif., 

ferent p::Lttern from that of competing alliances (this said in full 

cognizance of the im1Jortance of the ve-Co rights for Great Powers 

and also of the pernissivoness of Article 51 about the right for 

Member Nations to obtain outside aid for self-defense in tines of 

1j'Tnr) ~ (,., . 
I can personally do no better than refer to the Swedish 

philosophy of neutrality vri th which I have grown up. While we havr; 

been favoured by peace for raore than 150 years we have also dur:Ln,g 

the last 100 years or so developed a set of principles of neutra-

lity and, what is perhaps more important in the long run, become 

inbibed with attitudes of neutrality as non-alignment, non-siding; 

yes, of an adTiiration for inpartiali ty. 'I'he concept "neut:cali ty''. 

has been :oost explicitely o,nalysod by 011r forner foreign Minister. 

the great interno,tional lawyer Cistern Unclen. Ho came to uphold what 

you might call an ideology of combining ncrntrali ty with peaceful 

co-existence and with collective security; to that he opposed t~e 

nprimi tivo" syste11 of alliances ::wd 'oalance-of-povrer gaDes. This 

has more or less explicitoly become our official policy. I may here 

quote the statement nade in the present Swedish Government's decla-

ration of foreign policy - .:::-ather prophetic if you consider its 

date, 24 October 1945: 

non their part the people of Sweden h::Lve reason very 

warmly to desire that no political division of the States 

into opposing groups mD.,y take plo,ce, both on account of ouJ'.' 

ovm vital interests and for j_dealistic reasonsc We are vlill~ 
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ing to join a conman security organization, and in the caso 

of a future conflict to relinquish our neutrality to the 

extent demanded by the statutes of tho organization. But if, 

contrary to expectation, there should appear a tendency 

within the organization to rr division of the Gro0,t Powers 

into dual camps, our policy must bo not to let ourselvcrn be 

forced into 0,ny such grouping of bloc. 11 

The same nain conclusion i.rnuld be vnlid for all perspectives 

of a peaceful world order: it can simply not be conceived if we 

continue to think of the world as being permanently split into 

opposing "blocs!! - whether two or soon enough perhaps in three 

and Cl few of our nations trying to renain outside of 0,ny such fold. 

No problems crrn be solved on a long-tern basis as long as that is 

our image of the world. The fnct that as yet we lack the founda-

tions for any such l'..'ealistic and at the srnrre tine creative vision 

of long-term solutions, is exactly the reason rrhy we. have to return 

to the modest beginnings of international strivings I strrrted to 

outline. 

Footnotes: 

1) Footnote on terninology: nDisarmament 11 is not 20 very suitable 
generic term for all measures usually rrssembled under this heading, 
as at least those presently on the agenda envision no real reduc
tion of armaments but, at the most, a "freezing", a "non-armament 11

• 

11 Ar:oamont regulation 11 must be a somewhat more adequate term; it is 
also the one usod in the U.N. Charter. nArms controlfl should defi
nitely be outlawed as it inplies 1 at least as an innuendo, that 
control be exercised by somebody. 

2) An interesting side-issue is the possibility to introduce some 
of the symmetrical obligations already in the non-proliferation 
agreement. Several governments have wanted the controls that fissile 
material are used for peaceful purposes extended also to facilities 
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in tho nuclear-weapon coun trios. This has led the SwoG.i sh Govorn-
ment to propose a limited extension of the scope of the internatio
nal safeguards which arc to ensure that nuclear material is used 
for peaceful purposes only. The actual propCJsal is, that al1 trans-· 
fers, i.e. exports and imports of source or fissile material or 
certain equipment be subjected to IAEA controls whether to or from 
nuclear and non-nuclear-weapon countries alike. Such a provision 
seems to me personally indispenso..ble from a point of vievJ of inteI:,
national morality. Nations who surrender their own nuclear-weapon 
option should not be encouraged or even allowed to contribute to 
the building up of nuclear-weapon arsenals in other nations. 

3) This dissension does not just relate to such provisional, you 
might s0,y 11 experimental 11 pGace-keeping operations as those rGccmtly 
organized by the United Nations in Gaza, in Cyprus etc. 
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